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Abstract 

The present technology of atomic clocks rnotivatcs time transfer tcclrniques with 
nanosecond accuracy. Global Positioning System (GPS), the most colllnlon means for 
international time comparisons could achieve such acciiracy ovthr short, rlista~lccs (up 
to 1000 km). Over intercontinental distances the accuracy of the GPS tirrlc: transfer 
ranges between 20 and 30 ns. Some of the principal error sources are the 1)rnadcast 
ephemerides, the broadcast ionospheric model, and the local a~ltenna coordinates. 
This study investigates the quality of broadcast ephemerides hy cornparir~g the111 with 
precise ephemerides and by using precise ephcrncridcs for time transfer. Another 
aspect of this work is to suggcst a strategy to overcome the plarlrled d~grnclat inxl  of 
GPS satellite messages via Selective Availability (SA). 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) for international time corr~~)arisor~s is cor~t,inuously im- 
proved by adoption of more accurate antenna coordinates, introduction of double frequency innosptrcric 
calibrators, organization of differential calibrations of receivers and refirierrlcnt, of ( I i i t j i t  processing. This 
study examines the impact of the error in satellite position from the use of Iroaclciisl, c:phcrnerides on 
comrnon-view time transfer[']. 

Table 1 demonstrates the impact for the most u11favorat)lo casc, when a bias in satellite position is 
parallel to the baseline between two timing ccr~t,crs. For a baseline of 9000 krri (F,rlrol)c:-.Japan) a bias 
of 15 m will introduce an error of 43 ns in time transfer usirig a single cnr-nmon -view ~~icrtsurcrricr~t. Of 
course in practice a time comparison between two laboratorics is realized by an averaging o f  ai r~r~rxibcr 
of cornrnon-view measurements and so this error is rcduccd. 

The quality of broadcast ephemerides over a two month period was studicd in two ways: a direct, 
comparative study of broadcast versus precise ephemerides, and a comparison of cc:)nlrrlorl view t,ransfcr 
using broadcast versus precise ephemerides. 
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The precise ephemerides used in this work were produced by the Naval Surface Warfare Center 
(NSWC); the broadcast ephemerides were recorded in Wettzel (Federal Republic of Gcrrnany). 

Error in satellite position can be a major problem during the future implementation nf Selective 
Availability (SA); the use of precise ephemerides and other possible ways of facing this chal1eng:e are 
discussed. 

BROADCAST EPHEMERIDES 

The GPS broadcast ephemerides are computed by the Air Force Operational Control Segment (OCS). 
The OCS has global tracking and monitor stations located at: 

-Falcon (U.S.A., Colorado Springs, Long.= 255.5 deg. E, Lat.= 38.5 deg. N) ,  

-Kwajalein Island (U.S.A., Pacific Ocean, Long.= 167.3 deg. E, T,at.= 9.1 dcg. N ) ,  

-Ascension Island (Grcat Britain, Atlantic Ocean, Long.= 345.8 deg. E, Lal.= 7.6 deg. S),  

-Diego Garcia Island (Great Rritain, Indian Ocean, Long.= 72.2 deg. E, Lab.= 6.3 dcg. S), 

I -Hawaii (U.S.A., Pacific Ocean, Long.= 202.5 deg. E, Lat.= 20.5 deg. N). 

Multichannel double frequency receivers arc deployed a t  each of these sites to  allow all sat,cllit,cs in vicw 
to be tracked simultaneously. Performed measurements are pseudo-range, Doppler, arld ionospheric 
delay. 

Data are sent in real time to  the master control station for use in the Kalman f;lt,c:r which estimates the 
clock and orbit states for each satellite. These stdatt:s are used to  upload information to thc ~atcllit~cs, 
which they in turn transmit to  users. The ephemerides are among these broadcast, data. 

The orbit states in the Kalman filter for a given satellite are estimated as corrections to a rcfcrence 
orbit. The reference orbit is based on p rcv io~s  data and predicted once per week for t,t~c next week. 
With a reference orhit thus established, the tracking data  are used to improve the orbit, and compute 
corrections to  the reference orbit once cvcry 15 min. 

When an upload is required, the most recent corrections to  the reference or1)it arc applied linearly to 
predict the next two weeks of ephemerides. The information in the upload  consist.^ of fo11rt~cc.n c1;iys of 
one-pages, though normally a new upload is done a t  least once a day. A satellite t,rans~riit,s a i  rlew page 
of parameters during each hour. Each one-hour page is the first, hour of a fit optimizing pararnctcrs 
to four hours of estimates of the satellite orbit, frorn the Kalman filter. The refercncc. tirric for this fit 
is in the center of the four hours. Thus, a satcllit,~ transmits the same parameters for a n  hour, and 
these pararnctcrs are actually good for four hours. 

The frequency of uploads is driven by a 6 meter User Rar~gc Error (URE). The actual t,irnc of an 
upload is decided by a number of corisiderations such as URE, location of satellite, and availability of 
the uplink. Currently the OCS is uploading thc GPS satellites 1 to 3 times per day. It can happen 
that an upload does not improve the URE, in which case it can be irnrnediately follnwcd by another. 



PRECISE EPHEMERIDES 

The GPS precise ephemerides and clocks were computed a t  the Xavai Prlrface Warfarr C:r,nter (NSWC) 
from the beginning of 1986 until the GPS weels. 498 endlrrg Ju1j 2'3 :i38(3. Since Cil'S wcck 499, July 
30, 1989, they have been c o m p ~ t ~ c d  at [he nefensc map pin^; Agenc, IDMA). Tt;v l~lock 11 satellites 
are not yet ~ncluded in the preclsr ephernerldes r-nrriputatloi~. 

The pseudo-range measurements ,lscd for rhe cornpu t a i i m s  31' prei ! s r  eIjhvrneriries nrr performed a t  
ten tracking stations[8]. Five of the stallons are the Air Forcc 5 r31-- mcrnrtarir*~ stations mentioned 
in the previous paragraph. The n~,tlcr i ~ v e  stazlons arc? operated ov i f'l/lh artd are ~ c a t e d  in:  

- Australia (Long.= 138.7 deg. E, L,a'v.=: 34.1 deg bj.  

- Argentina (Long.= 301.5 deg. W i a t . =  34.6  deg S n .  

- England [Long.= 358.7 deg L. LnL -- 5-1,5 deg I\, 

- Bahrain (Long.= 50.6 drg F,, ',a; = 26 2 d r g  "u, 

- Ecuador (Long.= 281.5 deg E L ~ L  = li.2 deg i: 

A 4-channel double-frequency receiver IS deplctved at r,ar ri  i r  these ststlnns, Ttirl rtlcclvers are drivcn 
by high perfarmance cesium frequency > t  antlards The rnlnx;lI+li,c.ri t,hsr , gxtiorr a n g l ~  K;,r nt)sc,rvation is 1 O 

degrees. Temperature, pressure. and hurnldrry are rccerded 5~ s i c r  .-:c,. Thr' rang(> ?ncasurernents are 
corrected for ionospheric dclay (TWO-frequellcr, first cjrtlcr -cn.rcctiun rnpospherjc -t,jr;ic.tinn ( 1  lopfield 
model), periodic relativistic eKecta: offsr ,~ iwtween cenrer 1, phxsl >!" antcnna r ~ i ~ d  -entpr o i  rlrass 

of satellite (about 1 meter), anti *tation -JisplaLernerl~s :ill# t u <:ail tide; 'J'S- -,; t ~ t _ . ! ~  atrsrr+atians 
collected at a 1.5 s rate are smnnziicd ~s:,lq carr:er pnasc .rl >r<lcr _ ;;ire rnln *,i  ~ ~ r ~ a o ~ l i c c !  range 
observations. An observatlun s t a ~ d a r t i  L ~ V I X T ; ~ ; J ~  o f  -71 L I L L  I .  J : . s I~ :~F  - -t rx r  h s r r i c , ~ : '  t.oc: i.~7eudo r a n g  

The DMA and the OCS rnonltor ~tarliicis aze i.,ssenrlnilx , t r c1 i ! i  l r , ~  _ r-l :edilres fr)? j < i t  ~3 I c~iloction and 
smoothing. These smoothed F,sclitfo-range clata are ~us~ti as ar , $ 4  i 17  tc the  C3Jq 715 P / T l ~ l t  isart:llite 
Filter/Smoother software using the Kairnnn fi lrvr  9 3 i ' J  The c;rnp;ltacir,ns art3 rlorlr :ii rjrte hour batches 
processing simultaneously eight days of data lrll all ?tat roll; in2 aiL sateliites. Tltc, clrgi~t days allow 
one-half day overlaps with consecut~ve weelcs. 

Reference trajectories for all satelli~es arc inrcgrated uslng s :ruricai,cci WGS 8 1  15a.rth Gravity Model 
, .,- 

(degree 8, order 81, mass gravity iicltls !'or t he  Sun and hlocrn. s ~ l ~ i : '  I-. ; iri , t~ t id(:~. : h c :  i<ockwell il.ock4 
. . 

model of radiation pressure incliltilrig i~r:ct::er;i:;i:il: pei?reec-!:c.:, 1 . . I (, 'ilrt:ctir~r: 01' i!ie sun,  nutatinn, 
- .  . . . ~ 

Earth rotation, UTI-UTC (uslug tjL1.,-a. n i t  ,a t  i..:ii u(:c gcrrcrz~-;;ci 1:li,i -i;eeib; ! i r . f ~ r t ,  r c:rtjit .  f i t , ) ,  a112 a 
5 min integration step. 

Each weekly fit estimates: 

* -for each satellite: orbital elernen~s. rad~atlon pressur t rr~oilc . i( .rj  stochasticaiiy includin~ accol- 
eration perpendicular t o  the s u i ~ ?  <rr)tl  r:lock parametex 

r -for each monitor station s r a t i o ~  d o c k  I)?rarnrbl r:r. 

-polar motion and IJrl'l-L 'I C' rnoclelled as rancnnl-rl r or ? r  : i i ~ t :  



The above described procedure generates fitted trajectory and clock files containing: 

-for every 15 min the position of the center of mass of each satellite exprcssed in WGS 84 
coordinate system (X, Y, Z in km, DX/DT, DY/DT, DZ/DT in krn/s, GPS time in year, 
month, day, hour, minute), 

-at one-hour intervals the time and frequency offsets between each satellite's clock and GPS 
time and frequency. 

The uncertainty of precise ephemerides ranges from 1 rn to 5 m. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN BROADCAST 
AND PRECISE EPHEMERIDES 

Although it is not the main purpose of this paper to examine differences between broadcast and precise 
ephemerides, we present the results of a comparison study which are necessary for furthcr ana,lysis. 
The sample of data we examine starts February 29, 1988 and ends April 23, 1989. The broadcast 
ephemerides were provided by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS). They were recorded in Wettzel 
(West Germany) as Keplerian parameters for each satellite for every hour of satcllit,~ visibility. The 
precise ephemerides come from NSWC and are presented as described at  the end of the previous 
paragraph. 

The satellite positions expressed in precise and broadcast ephemerides are compared in radial, on- 
track, and cross-track components a t  the time of the recording of the broadcast cphcrnerides. We 
have about seven comparisons per day for each satellite. Comparisons are mado for all 53 days of the 
examined period in two intervals: Feb. 29 to March 31, 1988 and April 1-23, 1088. This has been 
done to  scparate the eclipse seasons. 

During each year there are two periods when a given GPS satellite cntcrs t he  Earth's shadow on every 
revolution. During these eclipse seasons larger thermal variations occur within the spacecraft than 
the rest of the year and accordingly may cause larger clock frequency variations. 'I'hese variations are 
removed during the production of precise ephemerides, but they are not removed during the generation 
of broadcast ephemerides and may have a direct impact on their quality. In 1988 the cclipsc seasons 
were the following: February 18-March 31, August 14- September 25, for PRNG/NAV3, PRN9/NAV6 
and PRN12/NAVlO; January 10-February 6, July 5-August 6, for PRN3/NAV11, PRN8INAV.I) 
PRNlI/NAV8 and PRN13/NAV9. Thus for the period we are studying three satellites were in eclipse 
from Feb. 29 to March 31, 1988. 

The results of this comparison are given in Table 2, in the form of quadratic rricarls for radial, on- 
track, and cross-track components. We can observe first that satellites equipped with cesium clocks 
had broadcast ephemerides differing from precise by only a fuw mctcrs, even for the eclipse period of 
PRN12/NAVlO. Second, satellites using rubidium clocks had much larger differences, mainly during 
the eclipse periods. PRNG/NAV3 particularly, had very poor broadcast cphemeridcs during the e~clipse 
period. PRNS/NAVG did not exhibit the same degradation of broadcast ephemerides during its eclipse. 
PRNSINAVG had a cesium clock on board whereas PRNG/NAV3 did not. This ccsi~lrn clock, though 
not in use, may have provided thermal mass, thus decreasing daily thcrrrlal v;iriat,ions. The two 
satellites were operating the same kind of rubidium clock. PRN8/NAV4 using a quartz oscillatc,r has 
ephemerides comparable to spacecrafts using rubidium clocks. 



Another study of the comparison of broadcast and precise ephemerides with an emphasis of geodetic 
differential positioning can be found in[6]. 

BROADCAST EPHEMERIDES AS USED BY A 
TYPICAL GPS TIME RECEIVER 

There is an internationally agreed-upon format for the collection and transmission of GPS time data, as 
used by the BIPM. A GPS time receiver collects data during its 13 min period. The received broadcast 
message contains, among other information, Keplerian orbital parameters and t,hcir perturbations. The 
13 min tracks are determined by a tracking schedule issued by the BIPM. 

First the receiver processes short term raw pseudo-range measurements, smoothing thern over a period 
of seconds (typically 6 or 15) points through use of a second degree fit or phase accurrlulation (depend- 
ing of the manufacturer). These short-term smoothed pseudo-ranges arc corrected b y  the geometrical 
delay, the ionospheric delay, and various other parameters. The geometrical delay is cc~xnputed from 
the positions of the satellite and user's antenna, both expressed in WGS 84 X,Y,Z c:oordir~at~es, after 
the necessary transformations are perfarmed by the receiver software. 

A linear fit of the short-term data is used to reduce the comparison of satcllitc cloc:k vcrslrs laboratory 
clock over the 13 rnin track to  a slope, an intercept and a standard deviation. These data are reported 
in the BIPM format. If an upload of new ephemerides occurs during the 13 mirl t,rack, t,wo diffcrcnt 
broadcast ephemerides can be used during a single 13 min track. 

APPLICATION OF PRECISE EPHEMERIDES 
TO TIME TRANSFER 

To examine the impact of precise ephemerides on time comparisons we have chosc:tl a j~iiir of laborato- 
ries separated by a 6000 km baseline, Paris Observatory (OP) and U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO). 
The criterion chosen for this study is the dispersion of residuals of UTC(0P)-UTC(USN0) obtained 
from individual common view tracks with respect to the mean over all tracks, after correction for the 
rates of master clocks. The differences between precise and broadcast ephemerides corriputed in X, 
Y, Z coordinates (as defined in WGS 84) are interpolated to the rrliddle of consitiercti tracks, then 
projected on the direction vectors from laboratories to the spacecraft in order to correct time transfer. 
If there is an abrupt change of these differences (likely due to an upload of broatic:ist c:l~licrricridcs) 
during interpolation period, the track is not corrected but rather is abandoned. 

In the first approach we use observations of all available satellites (except PRN8/NAV4). The results 
are given by Figure 1. The use of precise ephemerides greatly diminishes the dispersiorl of residuals 
during the eclipse period for PRNG/NAVS, PRNS/NAVG, and PR.NI 2/NAVlO, 11r1t cjriring the period 
following eclipse the amelioration is only slight. 

In the second approach, we use only the observations of the satellites equippet1 wit,tr c:c:siurrl clocks 
(Figure 2).  In this case there is not observable improvement of time transfer using precisc ephemerides. 
Sometimes the standard deviations of the residuals of the time comparison with precise ephemerides are 
better than those with broadcast ephemerides, sometimes worse (Fig. 2.c). The PItNlZ/NAVlO does 
not seem to be affected by its eclipse period. This experiment confirins the results of our conlparative 



study presented in table 2: broadcast ephemerides of satellites with cesium clocks are very close to 
the precise ephemerides. 

EPHEMERIDES DURING SELECTIVE AVAILABILITY 

The international community of time metrology is facing a major challenge with the SA degradation 
of GPS satellites. A recent experiment of the degradation of messages of Block I satcllitcs (Scpt,. 29 
- Oct. 2, 1989), which might be a test of SA, showed: 

1. a phase jitter of the satellite clocks, the effect of which will be removed by a strict, common vicw, 
and 

2. a frequently changeable bias in the ephemerides of about 100 mctcrs, thc cK(:ct of which in 
common view is roughly proportional to the distance. 

To overcome the problem of degraded ephemerides various approaches are being cor~siderecl. These 
include the use of precise ephemerides, the use of the differcnces bctwccn broadcast, undcgradcd and 
broadcast-degraded ephemerides provided by OCSI'], the dynamical or determination 
of orbits by the timing community itself. 

If either the timing community could have regular access to precise ephemerides or the community 
computed its own ephemerides, the following arrangements would be useful: 

-the records of broadcast ephemerides should be organized in a few principal lahorat,orics around 
the world (one per area), 

-in a computation center the differences between broadcast and precise would be applied to time 
comparisons (as have been done during this study), 

-to avoid the problem of frequently changeable bias in the degraded ephcrncriclcs the software of 
time receivers should be modified so that during one track only one set of Keplerian parameters 
would be used, even if a new upload of broadcast ephemerides occurs during this track (scction 

5). 

In the case of orbit determination by the timing community itself, the precise cnnrtlin;it,cs o f  GPS 
antennas arc essential. Good differential coordinates for short basclirics can t ~ c  clcrivcd frorn time 
comparisons themselves[3]. The links with the global terrestrial frame ITRF[~] ,  with few exceptions, 
are not yet satisfactorily realized. 

There is another theoretical possibility[5]. A center computing time comparisons instead of receiving 
13 minute tracks from the time laboratories could receive 6 or 15 second smoothed pseudo-ranges as 
described in section 5. Then, using consistent software, all corrections including that, of gcomctrical 
delay could be computed using precise ephemerides. The advantage of this approach is thc uniqueness 

of the software, the disadvantage is the dificulty of the procedure. 



CONCLUSIONS 

Concerning the ephemerides of Block I satellites: 

1. Broadcast ephemerides of satellites using cesium clocks differ from precise ephemerides by no 
more than a few meters. 

2, Precise ephemerides do not improve the transfer of time if satellites are equipped with cesium 
clocks. 

3. Broadcast ephemerides of rubidium-equipped satellites differ from precisc by  less than 15 rn 
outside eclipse seasons, and up to  30 rn in the case of PRNG/NAV3, during cclipsc seasons. 

4. When performing intercontinental GPS time transfer, broadcast cphernerides are silficicnt when 
using cesium-equipped satellites, though the use of precise ephemerides with rubidium equipped 
satellites is recommended. 

Concerning ephemerides during the implementation of SA: 

1. Precise ephemerides can resolve the problem of SA orbit degradation, proviclcd that the timing 
community has regular access to  these ephemeridcs with a delay not exceeding 2 weeks. 

2. Differences between broadcast untlegraded and broadcast- degraded ephcrnurides, if released with 
a delay not exceeding 2 weeks, could be another satisfat:tory solution for SA orbit degradation. 

3. For autonomy the timing community should actively investigate met,hods of incle~>endcnt orbit 
determination. 
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Fig. 1. Residuals (R) o f  UTC(0P)-UTC(USN0) as given by 
Individual tracks, wlth respect to the mean 
( a f t e r  correction for the rates o f  master clacks). 

(a) - with broadcast ephemerides 
(b)  - wlth preclse ephemerides 

( c )  1 - standard deviations o f  residuals o f  (a) 
2 - standard deviations o f  residuals o f  (b)  
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Fig. 2 .  Same as  f l g . 1  but using on l y  s a t e l l i t e s  w l t h  
caeslum c locks .  



Table 1. E r r o r  Introduced dur ing  a single c m o n  view t ime 
t r ans fe r ,  by a bias in satellite pos i t ion  parallel 
to the b a s e l i n e  between two t i m e  laboratories. 

Table 2. Quadratic means of precise minus broadcast ephemerides. 

* eclipse season. 

1 

Comparison 
interval  

1 988 

Feb 29-Mar 31 
Apr 1-Apt- 23 

Feb 29-Mar-31 
Apr 1-Apr 23 

Feb 29-Apr 31s 
A p r  1-Apt- 23 

Feb 29-Mar 31 
Apr 1-Apr 23 

Feb 29-Mar 31* 
A p r  1-Apr 23 

Feb 29-Mar 31* 
Apr 1-Apr 23 

Fab 29-Mar 31 
Apt- 1-Apr 23 

I 

Cross-track 

(meters) 

2.2 
2.6 

2.2 
3.3 

3.0 
2.6 

2.9 
3.5 

15.3 
5.8 

6.4 
3.6 

10.3 
9.8 

Sat. 

PRN/NAV 

3/11 
3/11 

1 1 / 8  
11/ 8 

12/10 
12/10 

13/ 9 
13/ 9 

6/ 3 
6 /  3 

9/ 6 
9/ 6 

a/ 4 
8/ 4 

Number 
of 

polnts 

222 
161 

262 
175 

21 1 
1 33 

232 
172 

1 64 
117 

203 
1 34 

267 
171 

Radial 

(meters) 

1.5 
1 .O 

2.2 
1.4 

1.2 
0.9 

1.5 
0.9 

7.2 
5.3 

5.1 
4.2 

5.8 
1.9 

Clock 

cesium 
cesium 

cesium 
cesium 

cesium 
cesium 

ceslurn 
cesium 

rubidlum 
rubidium 

rubidium 
rubidium 

quartz 
quartz 

On-track 
quad.rneanquad.meanquad.mean 

(meters) 

3.4 
3.3 

4.2 
4.6 

5.3 
3,l 

4.0 
3.1 

21.0 
13.4 

14.4 
10.6 

14.1 
10.7 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

CARROLL ALLEY, U OF MARYLAND: Could you show again one of your slides showing the 
fits. There seems to be a periodicity there. 

MR. LEWANDOWSKI: I didn't have time to explain what we saw above the noise: I don't know 
what periodicity you are talking about. 

PROFESSOR ALLEY: Have you done a spectral analysis to determine what periodicities are there? 

MR. LEWANDOWSKI: We only finished the report last week and haven't had time to do any more 
analysis. What I can say about this noise is that it is probably coming from ionospheric delay. 

HENRY FLIEGEL, AEROSPACE: I wanted to underline something that you just said. I really 
don't think that you are seeing a good comparison of precise ephemerides us.  broadcast at all because I 
think that all of your error sources are dominated by the error sources that you just mentioned, ionosphere 
and especially station location. I think that the only conclusion that you can make is that you can't use 
precise ephemerides yet, until you get rid of those other sources of error. Then I imagine that you will see a 
substantial difference. 

MR. LEWANDOWSKI: What I wanted to show was an improvement. Of course there are other 
noises. I see an improvenlent and ask 'why not use the precise ephemerides to get this improvement?' before 
we solve all the other problems. 




